Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Problem {#Sec2}
-------

With the prosperity of social media over the past 15 years, the society has witnessed the plethora of online opinion expression and even polarization (Del Vicario et al. [@CR22]; Mohammad et al. [@CR51]). Accordingly, a stream of research has emerged regarding sentiment expressed in posts (Nanli et al. [@CR53]; Cambria et al. [@CR11]; Mäntylä et al. [@CR48]). Although there are numerous commercial applications of sentiment analysis (Rambocas and Pacheco [@CR60]), academic researchers have primarily studied sentiment in political contexts. Sentiment analysis of media tone, agenda-setting, election forecasting, and candidate evaluations has developed (Rudkowsky et al. [@CR61]) in different political contexts (Kim and Krishna [@CR39]; Doroshenko et al. [@CR25]; Fogel-Dror et al. [@CR26]).

The dominant methods for sentiment analysis (Kharde and Sonawane [@CR37]) seek to classify messages as positive or negative for use in machine or deep learning using neural network models (Zhang et al. [@CR78]). Less common are methods that measure the degree of positivity or negativity in texts. Classification of textual content into categories of positive or negative (Liu and Zhang [@CR45]; Mäntylä et al. [@CR48]) counts frequencies of sentiment words in a lexicon, a predefined list or dictionary of positive and negative words. Counting individual word frequencies is referred to as a "Bag of Words" (bag-of-words) model because the approach treats all of the words in textual units of observation in a disaggregated way, jumbled together with no relations among them. The proximity of words in the text is ignored. The bag-of-words sentiment scores are simple nominal counts of positive and negative words out of context.

In communication science, rather than classification, content analysis of messages to measure the degree of positive and negative sentiment associated with a target is often the goal. This content analysis requires a different measurement model than bag-of-words, one based on a network approach. Although most social network analyses are of relationships among entities such as individuals, groups, organizations, or nations (Rogers [@CR64]; Monge et al. [@CR52]; Borgatti et al. [@CR7]), a network model has also been useful in treating words in the text as nodes and their proximate co-occurrences as links, forming a semantic network (Danowski [@CR15], [@CR16], [@CR17]; Carley [@CR12]; Corman et al. [@CR14]).

Some recent examples of semantic network analysis include work by Danowski and Park ([@CR19]), Jiang et al. ([@CR36]), Calabrese et al. ([@CR9], [@CR10]), and Danowski and Riopelle ([@CR20]). Semantic network analysis covers a wide range of aspects of meaning (Osgood et al. [@CR54]). An important advantage of semantic network analysis is it illustrates the relationships among words in the text, thus generating insights about the structures and meanings of the entire text. Here we are concerned only with sentiment, which is just one dimension among many that semantic network analysis can index in the study of texts. Nevertheless, we present a sentiment analysis approach building on word relationships and embeddedness in texts. The method can potentially be applied to other dimensions of texts, as long as researchers are interested in looking for the strength of relationships between a target word and a particular category of words.

Research goal {#Sec3}
-------------

Our main goal is to propose a semantic network-based measure of sentiment with respect to a target (the name of person, organization, group, brand, etc.) by identifying the shortest paths connecting the target with sentiment words. To evaluate the semantic network method, we compare the measure to ground-truth data, sentiment judgements made by human annotators. We examine whether the network-based sentiment scores for texts they classified as positive or negative have the expected higher sentiment valence with respect to a target. For example, if we take the texts classified as negative and compute the strength of association of a target with negative sentiment words, we would expect that our network method produces sentiment ratios with higher negativity than positivity. Likewise, texts classified as positive should show higher positivity than negativity. This would be evidence for its internal validity. External validity is assessed based on testing hypotheses about sentiment in television news coverage of the coronavirus pandemic using the sentiment metrics.

The key to moving beyond atomistic bag-of-words counts to a semantic network model is to consider their proximities, how words are paired with one another as a window slides through the text, centering on one word after another, tabulating all of the word pairs appearing within the window (Danowski [@CR16]), and stopping at the end of a sentence and restarting at the beginning of the next sentence. The stochastic slide produces a continuous stream of bigrams representing words in context. The result is an adjacency list of edges, where each row is a pair of words, followed by their co-occurrence frequency, which is the basis for semantic network analysis. Once we have the network, we trace the shortest paths from sentiment words to a target word and from a target to the sentiment words to produce ratios of positivity to negativity.

With the identification of word pairs in a text and their co-occurrences, network analysis of these bigrams enables measurement of the distances between words based on the shortest paths linking them. As shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, to decide sentiment for the target word, we first look for sentiment words in the network and the closest path between the target and the sentiment words. In this case, the target links to three sentiment words. The path may originate from the target to the sentiment word (e.g., Target to Sentiment Word 1), from the word to the target (e.g., Sentiment Word 2 to Target), or in both directions (between Target and Sentiment Word 3). The shortest path between Target and Sentiment 1 passes through Word 2. The shortest path between Target and Sentiment Word 1 is a direct link between the two and so on. To illustrate this with actual data, in the IMDB review database,[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} the shortest path linking "film" with "suspense" is: film → good → action → suspense. Another example is from media coverage after the April 2010 Deepwater Horizon Gulf Oil Spill. Using "spill" as a seed and "responsible" as a target resulted in this strongest path: spill → gulf → mexico → oil → giant → bp → responsible. This shows how shortest paths can reveal the strings that tie concepts together, based on the contexts of words.Fig. 1A graphic illustration of the network-based approach

Given a lexicon of positive and negative words, the network-based sentiment analysis then measures the closeness of the sentiment words to a target word of interest. In this way, we have a more precise micro-level analysis of sentiment concerning a target, compared to simple non-specific sentiment scores based on frequency counts of positive and negative words appearing anywhere in the textual unit of observation. This kind of sentiment analysis is an example of "aspect-based" sentiment analysis (Pontiki et al. [@CR58]).

Without the proximity information about word co-occurrences, sentiment can only be measured at the level of the whole textual unit, such as a speech, report, news article, tweet, etc., and not for a particular target word of interest. The target-specific scoring of sentiment is particularly suited to communication perspectives. Strategic communication typically seeks to strengthen or weaken associations of attributes linked with target concepts, issues, or introduce new ones.

Shortest paths {#Sec4}
--------------

The network approach to target-specific sentiment scoring enables the application of a fundamental network concept, that of the shortest paths between nodes in the network (Dijkstra [@CR23]). We can compute for each sentiment word its distance from the target in terms of the geodesic, the number of links in the shortest path. The effect of distance on the association between words is the inverse-square law of physics: transmission of energy in a medium is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the source.

In network models, distance is a function of the number of links in a path. Shorter paths mean the target is closer to the sentiment words in the network. Closeness is not simply a matter of the raw number of steps in the path. There is a decay function, which is the square of the number of these edges. Although a direct edge between two words is the strongest, each time an intermediate edge lengthens the path, there is a drop-off of network effects from the start node. This is the denominator in our sentiment strength formula. The numerator is the sum of the edge weights along the shortest path. Once we have the numerator and denominator, we can compute the sentiment strength of the path, dividing the sum of the strengths across the path by the square of the number of edges. This computation enables our calculation of a set of sentiment metrics, positivity, negativity, and the sentiment ratio.

Literature review {#Sec5}
=================

Sentiment analysis gauges the attitudes, opinions, and emotions of people based on textual data such as online reviews and blog posts (Liu [@CR44]). In this section, we discuss the major methods used to conduct sentiment analysis and review their advantages and disadvantages.

Bag-of-words approaches to sentiment analysis {#Sec6}
---------------------------------------------

### Lexicon-based measures {#Sec7}

The most simple and common approach for sentiment analysis is using a predefined lexicon or dictionary containing sentiment words, their affective orientations, and sometimes the strength of its orientation. Following the bag-of-words approach, lexicon-based approaches first break down a body of text into independent words. Then it counts the frequency of sentiment words (which are defined by the lexicon used) that appear in the text and computes a sentiment score of the text based on the word count.

Commonly used sentiment lexicons include Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) (Tausczik and Pennebaker [@CR70]), SentiWordNet (Baccianella et al. [@CR4]), and the bing lexicon. Whereas some lexicons, such as Bing, contain words in binary categories, others, like SentiWordNet, provide a ratio indicating the strength of the words' orientation. Lexicon-based sentiment analysis is an unsupervised method that is easy to apply and not domain-dependent. It can be highly accurate if used appropriately (Kundi et al. [@CR41]; Asghar et al. [@CR2]; Khoo and Johnkhan [@CR38]). However, a limitation of lexicon-based measures based on the bag-of-word approach is that it only focuses on the frequency of single, tokenized words. It omits the contexts of the words based on their co-occurrences in the texts that are critical to sense-making. In other words, you just get one score for an entire text regardless of the number of persons, organizations, or brands mentioned.

### Machine learning classification {#Sec8}

The machine learning approach utilizes supervised learning, which starts by extracting features from a body of text (Liu [@CR44]). Machine learning algorithms applying the bag-of-words approach treat single words as semantic features. Based on the features and outcomes (e.g., annotated sentiment of texts) it learns from the training text data, it classifies texts into different sentiment categories such as positive, negative, and neutral. The key to the performance of machine learning lies in the effectiveness of the features it extracts. The machine learning approach has the edge over the lexicon-based measures as it acquires information directly from the text body rather than a standard lexicon (D'Andrea et al. [@CR21]). Therefore, it is better customized to the text data.

Several software vendors, including IBM (Watson), Google (Cloud Natural Language), Amazon (Comprehend), and Microsoft (Azure) have developed their own proprietary machine learning algorithms for sentiment analysis. These algorithms are relatively easy to use but are not transparent (since they are proprietary) and can be expensive for researchers. This is because a machine learning-based sentiment analysis can be costly to develop. It requires a considerable amount of text data to train an accurate classification algorithm and may need human coders to annotate the training texts. It may also work better for long documents rather than short reviews or tweets so that there are more words to serve as textual features for classification (Khoo and Johnkhan [@CR38]). Machine learning classification using a bag-of-words approach also shares the same limitation with the lexicon-based approach as it only uses independent words and ignores the contexts in which the words are embedded.

### Word embeddings for sentiment analysis {#Sec9}

A relatively recent development in natural language processing is word embeddings (Mikolov et al. [@CR50]). Word embeddings are techniques that map words in a text into numeric vectors in a vector space. Instead of assuming words as independent, as the bag-of-words approach does, word embeddings often operate based on a sliding window and extract features from a sequence of words co-occurring in a body of text. The approach thus is in alignment with the semantic network perspective and takes into consideration word contexts. Based on how words appear with one another, word embedding algorithms represent the words in the vector space, in which words used in similar ways are closer to one another.

Word embeddings may be applied in two ways in sentiment analysis. The first is by extracting words and their relations in the texts as features for sentiment classification (Kumar and Zymbler [@CR40]). Researchers have also applied pre-trained word embedding corpora to classify texts. So when target texts contain words that did not appear in the training dataset, the algorithm can make judgments about text sentiment based on how close the new words are to the words appeared before in the relational corpora (Rudkowsky et al. [@CR61]). Just like other machine learning models, training with word embeddings requires the dataset to be large to produce an accurate mapping of words in a text. If pre-trained word embedding corpora are used, then the algorithm does not directly learn from the body of text being analyzed and thus may not precisely capture the local context of the texts under scrutiny.

Aspect-based sentiment analysis {#Sec10}
-------------------------------

Based on the unit of analysis, sentiment analysis can also be classified to be either subjectivity/objectivity identification or feature/aspect-based. Subjectivity/objective identification, as used by studies cited above (e.g., Kumar and Zymbler [@CR40]; Rudkowsky et al. [@CR61]), classifies the sentiment of an entire text. By contrast, aspect-based sentiment analysis takes a more fine-grained approach, aiming to determine sentiment in parts of texts (e.g., opinions regarding different attributes of a product or service) (Pontiki et al. [@CR58]; Thet et al. [@CR71]; Wang and Liu [@CR76]). For example, when analyzing an online review of a hotel, the subject/objective identification estimates the general sentiment of the review, whereas the aspect-based sentiment analysis may examine how positive the review is toward the location, service, room, and food of the hotel. Therefore, the first step of the aspect-based sentiment analysis involves parsing texts into different linguistic components through automated algorithms such as topic modeling (Thet et al. [@CR71]). After the texts are broken down, researchers can then choose to apply sentiment analysis discussed above to measure the aspect-specific sentiments. Aspect-based sentiment analysis thus provides more detailed and accurate information regarding the sentiment in texts, which can be particularly useful when one needs to understand opinions about specific features.

Summary {#Sec11}
-------

Existing sentiment analysis methods commonly apply the bag-of-word approach, breaking texts down to independent words without considering word contexts. The more recently proposed word embeddings approach is gaining traction, but machine learning using the approach requires a large amount of data. Using pre-trained word embeddings makes judgments based on previously collected data rather than the body of texts being analyzed, therefore risks missing critical information in the local word context. The semantic network-based approach to sentiment analysis proposed in the current study complements the above approaches. It overcomes the limitations of the bag-of-words approach by gauging the contexts of words in texts based on word sequence and co-occurrence. It has an advantage over machine learning approaches as it does not need a large amount of data and measures sentiments based on the local information in a given text.

Moreover, it allows fine-grained sentiment analysis at the aspect or feature level like aspect-based sentiment analysis does. Instead of relying on unsupervised learning algorithms such as topic modeling to identify features in a text, our approach enables researchers to name the target word of interest (the name of person, organization, event, or brand, e.g., iPhone) and generates a score indicating sentiment toward this specific target. Thus, the sentiment network method can generate sentiment scores for multiple targets of interest in the same text, which enables a comparison of the results among them.

Sentiment network approach {#Sec12}
==========================

The sentiment network approach measures target-specific sentiment based on shortest paths between the target and sentiment words in the semantic network. The approach has five major advantages over bag-of-words classification approaches. (1) A key advantage is that the network method measures sentiment concerning targets, which is possible because the basic unit of analysis is the word pair in a sentence, not a document. The more micro-level word pairs are links in a chain, forming shortest paths that extend across text units, enabling tracing the closeness of sentiment words to a target word. (2) A further advantage is that the sentiment network approach can compare multiple targets in the same corpus, which expands the scope of hypotheses that can be tested.

\(3\) The network method includes a way to deal with sentiment ambiguity such as negation. Some text units have a mixture of positive and negative sentiment (e.g., "He was happy that the evil one died.") and negations (e.g., "not good"). The bag-of-words approach is not good at dealing with negations since it treats words as independent. Human annotations are perhaps a better solution for judging mixed sentiment texts and negations, although measurement error can be high, particularly when they are forced to classify texts into either positive or negative categories. In contrast, the network approach enables better management of this error. By shifting the handling of such ambiguity from the individual text unit level to the aggregated paths of words across the corpus of texts, mixed sentiment strings are tractable. We look at the empirical nature of mixed sentiment in the results section.

\(4\) A further advantage of our approach is that we avoid problems with some common practices of natural language processing, such as stemming (Porter [@CR59]) or lemmatization (Plisson et al. [@CR100]). It began as an attempt to improve information retrieval (Lovins [@CR79]; Porter [@CR59]). When the goal was finding relevant articles, morphological word endings were considered noise in identifying the important concepts. Reducing morphological variations of unique word strings down to root words by removing suffixes, increases coverage but lowers measurement precision.

In non-retrieval applications, stemming may be useful when the quantities of text are small, so a wider net is needed to increase counts to avoid those less than five, or when the goal is classification into linguistic categories. Nevertheless, stemming obscures important aspects of meaning carried by languages such as tense, singularity/plurality, and the nature of relationships among words. The reduction of linguistic variance obscures finer-grained semantic relationships.

\(5\) An additional advantage of sentiment network analysis' over bag-of-words approaches is that it better informs message design for communication campaigns. One could move to a level below the summary scores and identify which particular sentiment words have the highest and lowest strengths concerning a target. These could inform campaign message design, enabling messages to have the same expressions as that found in the texts. The retention of the raw morphological forms of words enables a greater correspondence of the natural language in the texts and in the messages created. This framing of messages in the language of targeted groups is likely to increase message effectiveness (Scheufele and Tewksbury [@CR67]). The analysis of directed links as message pairs retains embedded syntactical information such that one could select a target as the start word, and a sentiment word as the end word, extracting the strings of words along the path to form optimal campaign messages or for summarizing features of the semantic network (Danowski [@CR15], [@CR16]).

The results of an experiment (Danowski [@CR16]) led to the conclusion that if the goal is to reinforce the dominant associations in the text, one would select the most central and strongly linked sentiment words, while if the goal were to attract attention to an innovation, one would select the central words with less frequent co-occurrences, whose novelty arouses attention and engagement (Danowski [@CR15], [@CR16]). This process could be repeated for different sentiment words to produce messages that have multiple statements. With the core points sketched out in this manner, one could edit these optimal message strings to be grammatically correct and fill in function words dropped in the network analysis of the text. WORDij's Opticom module produces the shortest paths between a seed and target word.

Shortest path algorithms {#Sec13}
------------------------

The network approach to sentiment finds the shortest paths between target and sentiment seeds. There are a number of shortest path algorithms (Golden [@CR31]). For any two words in the text, one can trace a sequence of edges that connect them. Two of the most widely used shortest path algorithms are Dijkstra (Dijkstra [@CR23]) and Bellman--Ford (Bellman [@CR5]; Ford [@CR27]). When dealing with millions of nodes and long computing times, parallelization is desirable. Bellman--Ford is suited to parallelization (Hajela and Pandey [@CR32]) because it's search for shortest paths can be independently performed for all the nodes. As well, the search for shortest paths beginning with a fixed node, called a single source shortest path, can also be made in parallel. In contrast, the Dijkstra algorithm needs to compare all the nodes to find out the minimum distance values. This topological structure cannot be parallelized.

To efficiently deal with the high volumes of words common in social media data, our method uses the Bellman--Ford algorithm in a three-step process. First, we use Bellman--Ford to find the shortest unweighted paths in the network (which means we can trace the links from one word to another without taking into account their word pair frequencies), second, we invert the path lengths and square them so that the shortest paths have the highest numerical values, third, we sum the co-occurrence counts, and fourth, we multiply the path statistic times the sum the weights to measure the magnitudes of association, the strength of the path.

Note that shortest path algorithms use costs as edge weights and find the lowest cost path to traverse from node A to node B, while our measure of edge strength is word pair co-occurrence frequencies, the inverse of costs. This edge weight inversion is the major pivot from transportation routing networks to semantic and social network analysis, where the edge weights are indicators of cohesion rather than costs.

Sentiment network measures and ground-truth {#Sec14}
-------------------------------------------

To establish the internal validity of our network measures of sentiment, we align the automated procedures with human annotators' judgments as to whether a text unit is positive or negative. The comparison is rather crude in that the humans make a categorical classification judgment just like automated bag-of-words methods. The more precise continuous sentiment network measures are compared to nominal classification, where the human must make a decision for a whole text unit, not giving a continuous rating. Many messages contain both positive and negative features, so the categorical classification that annotators may make errors. Ground-truth is, in this sense, a partial truth.

Nevertheless, it is useful to examine the extent to which semantic network sentiment scoring for targets corresponds to the annotation classifications. We expect to find that texts classified by annotators as negative have higher negativity toward targets, while positive ones have higher positivity. This pattern would be evidence supporting the internal validity of the semantic network approach.

Hypotheses {#Sec15}
----------

Although there is no way to statistically compare a network method to bag-of-words, because the latter cannot measure target-specific sentiment, we can test hypotheses about whether the network approach is consistent with the annotation results. Our null hypothesis is that the network positivity scores for targets based on positive annotations are no different than negativity scores, and likewise that the network negativity scores based on the negative annotations are no different than the positivity scores. Our main hypothesis is that the positivity scores are higher than negativity scores when positive annotations are analyzed and negativity scores are higher than positivity scores when negative annotations are analyzed. Accordingly, we test for the internal validity of the sentiment network measures by way of their alignment with the ground truth categorizations in two datasets: (1) tweets about airlines and (2) a sample of tweets regardless of topic. Then, we examine external validity in which we test hypotheses about sentiment, panic, and social distancing in TV news about the coronavirus.

Methods {#Sec16}
=======

Data {#Sec17}
----

We use two ground-truth datasets in this research. A third dataset is for assessing the predictive validity of the sentiment network method.

### Dataset 1 {#Sec18}

The dataset includes tweets about five US Airlines: United, US Airways, Southwest, Delta, and Virgin America, scraped during February of 2015. The dataset contains 14,845 tweets, comprising 1.5 MB that workers classified as either positive, negative, or neutral. We selected the positive and negative categories for analysis. The data are available on the crowdsourcing website Kaggle.[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} Rane and Kumar ([@CR62]) reported an analysis of the dataset.

### Dataset 2 {#Sec19}

A second dataset is the ground-truth tweet data[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"} analyzed by Hutto and Gilbert ([@CR35]) in their testing of the VADER sentiment analysis method. Rather than relying on several annotators, this work used 20 Amazon Turk workers who rated each tweet from − 4 to + 4 in terms of negative to positive sentiment.

Nevertheless, to compare sentiment network scores to the annotations, we converted sentiment scores into four categories: highly negative, negative, positive, and highly positive. Another aspect of the data required a modification of our procedures compared to the analysis of dataset 1. Because the tweets were a representative sample from the Twitter API and not selected based on topics, the target we chose was a generic word referring to an object, "it."

### Dataset 3 {#Sec20}

To assess the external or predictive validity of the sentiment network measures, we analyzed data on television news coverage of the coronavirus. Data were available for January 1 through March 26, 2020, from the GDELT project.[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"} There are 14 news outlets included. Broadcast outlets were ABC, CBS, and NBC. Among the 24-h networks, business news channels included Bloomberg, CNBC, and Fox Business Channel. General news networks were CNN, CSPAN, Fox News, and MSNBC, while BBC, Al Jazeera, Deutsche Welle, and RT were foreign channels. The data were keyword-in-context snippets of text in which the center word was 'coronavirus (or covid-19)' and words appearing 150 characters before and after were provided.

### Hypotheses {#Sec21}

We tested four hypotheses and addressed a research question about the coronavirus topic in television news:

#### **H1** {#FPar1}

Broadcast news expresses less sentiment about coronavirus, social distancing, and panic than non-broadcast news outlets.

The rationale is that with more limited time slots for news, broadcast news has a smaller programming window than 24-h cable news networks. The average time per story for the nightly network news was 2 min and 23 s, according to the Pew Research Center.[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"} This time factor affects the content presented, leading to a more summary treatment. The inverted pyramid style that places the who, what, where, why, and how at the top of the story may not leave much room for more than initial expressions of sentiment. Another factor may be that these TV news shows have the longest history, beginning in an era of objective journalism. The traditional orientation may continue to some extent in the current era of advocacy journalism.

### Social distancing {#Sec22}

The goal of "flattening the curve" for the spread of the disease is treated in the media[6](#Fn6){ref-type="fn"} as accomplished through increased social distancing.[7](#Fn7){ref-type="fn"} Epidemic management models (Glass et al. [@CR30]; Valdez et al. [@CR72]) have identified social distancing as essential to controlling the spread of infectious disease. In the coronavirus case, governments have promoted social distancing, emphasizing its positive effects in saving the lives of vulnerable segments of the population.[8](#Fn8){ref-type="fn"}

It is interesting to consider the inversion of polarity associated with social distancing. Typically, social distancing has been considered a negative concept (Westphal and Khanna [@CR77]; Swim et al. [@CR68]; Polansky and Gaudin [@CR80]), with norms favoring social cohesion (Forrest and Kearns [@CR28]) and the reduction of social differences. Differences between social groups (Verba and Nie [@CR73]) were considered harmful to the health of a democratic society. As well, individuals who socially distanced themselves were conceptualized as loners with less stable psychological and social functioning (Hojat [@CR33]). Because social distancing is advocated as a temporary effort in the context of epidemics, when these processes subside, the polarity inversion in public communication about social distancing is likely to recede. Nevertheless, study of short-term and longer-term effects of social distancing on psychological and social variables is warranted.

### Panic {#Sec23}

When widespread crises occur, there is often accompanying mass panic (Mawson [@CR49]). Mention of panic in the news is likely associated with negativity. Normally, negative information increases attention, information seeking, reasoning, and decision-making. Nevertheless, with increasing negativity, once a threshold is crossed negativity is no longer a stimulus to these rational responses to negative information. Rather, such higher level cognitive processes are short-circuited as panic sets in. With mass panic, herd behavior moves individuals to follow others without critical and rational thinking, operating at a more animalistic level.

#### **H2** {#FPar2}

There is a negative bias in the coronavirus news across channels.

Many observers of media news assert that news media have a negative bias. Research supports this notion (Hofstetter [@CR101]; Hackett [@CR81]). News media strive to attract the largest audiences. Consider their negative bias in light of the findings of laboratory research. Individuals' brains have a negative bias, more quickly processing negative than positive information (Taylor [@CR69]). The brain's negative bias may explain the media's negative bias.

#### **H3** {#FPar3}

Uncertainty in news coverage of coronavirus increases sentiment over time.

When uncertainty increases, both negative and positive sentiment increases, based on laboratory experiments (Bar-Anan et al. [@CR82]), both negative and positive affect increases. Uncertainty and sentiment mutually increase one another. This results in a synchronous correlation of the two terms. Nevertheless, there may be some lagged effects such that one of the two concepts may lead the other.

#### **H4** {#FPar4}

Sentiment increases are associated with an increased volume of news stories.

In a study of sentiment and media coverage of the BP Deepwater Horizon Gulf Oil Spill (Danowski and Riopelle [@CR20]) we found that increases in sentiment were synchronously correlated with increased media coverage. Our theory suggested that sentiment increases attention, information seeking, analysis, decision-making and broadens the view of the situation (Taylor [@CR69]). Here we repeat the hypothesis test with the coronavirus coverage. The rationale is that the theory specifies that the sentiment and media volume relationship is general across topics. Nevertheless, certain topics develop the effects of sentiment more rapidly.

#### **RQ1** {#FPar5}

Are 24-h business news, general news, and foreign news channels different in the sentiment expressed toward coronavirus, social distancing, and panic?

The fact that there are four different types of news channels: broadcast, 24-h business channels, general news, and foreign news, enables us to examine their differences in sentiment, in addition to H1's expectation that broadcast will have less sentiment than the non-broadcast channels. The content differences between business and general 24-h news channels may be associated with differences in sentiment. As well, because of the different cultural contexts in which domestic and foreign channels are embedded, these may affect the sentiment they express.

Preprocessing the corpora {#Sec24}
-------------------------

Our procedures for preprocessing the corpora and normalizing the data were as follows.Drop words on a stop-word list.Do no stemming.Remove punctuation (except sentence endings).Extract aggregate word pair counts using a sliding window three words wide on either side of each word. \[Stop pairing at the end of a sentence when finding a period "." exclamation point "!" or question mark "?".\][9](#Fn9){ref-type="fn"} Drop word and word pair frequencies less than 3. In the area of computational linguistics dropping frequencies of 1 and 2 is a common practice because these low-frequency pairs do not add value to the results (Church and Hanks [@CR13]). Word and word pair frequencies follow a power-law distribution, meaning that most word and word pairs occur less than 3 times. Dropping them produces a more normal distribution. Another consideration is that including words or pairs appearing only once or twice does not add explanatory power, yet it increases the computation load.

Sentiment lexicon development {#Sec25}
-----------------------------

Sentiment analysis typically uses a lexicon or dictionary that contains positive and negative sentiment words. To construct a lexicon for this research, we began with the positive and negative emotion dictionary from the LIWC program (Pennebaker et al. [@CR57]). It stems words, which reduces them to their roots, removing morphological variants. For example, "walked, walking, walks, walker" are converted to "walk." Although this is good for small corpora to increase word counts, it limits linguistic precision, because there are different meanings for various morphological endings. These nuances are lost with stemming to root words.

Accordingly, we de-stemmed the LIWC 266 positive and 346 negative stems, looking up each in the AGID list of inflections (Atkinson [@CR3]). We also included the positive and negative word lists from Loughran and McDonald ([@CR46]), who analyzed SEC financial report text. Also, we added positive and negative lexicons developed by Liu ([@CR83]),[10](#Fn10){ref-type="fn"} as well as sentiment lexicons from Khoo and Johnkhan ([@CR38]). After removing duplicates, the positive lexicon numbers 4485 words, and the negative lexicon contains 6466 words.

Sentiment network analysis procedures {#Sec26}
-------------------------------------

Read in edge lists of word pairs and co-occurrence weights. Read in text files containing lists of positive and negative seed words.Run the Bellman--Ford shortest path algorithm to identify the paths from targets with sentiment seed words, then tabulate for each file of seed words the sum of the weighted shortest paths from the seed words to a specified target word, and from the target word to the seed words. This bi-directional tabulation ensures we capture the positive and negative seed words before and after a target word. So that larger numbers indicate closer ties, the path lengths are inverted and squared based on the Inverse Square Law. Then the sum of the co-occurrence weights along the path is multiplied by these inverse squared shortest path values. The result is the measurement of sentiment toward a target, with a value for positivity and negativity.Output positivity and negativity metrics: normalized negativity, the sum of weighted shortest paths to negative seeds divided by the square of the inverse of the number of edges along the path, divided by the number of possible negative seeds;normalized positivity, the sum of weighted shortest paths to positive seeds divided by the square of the inverse of the number of edges along the path, divided by the number of possible positive seeds; andthe ratio of normalized positivity to negativity. Ratios less than one indicate that there is more negativity than positivity. For example, if the score were .50, this would indicate that there was twice as much negativity than positivity. Scores above one indicate increasing positivity, without an upper bound.

Computing edge lists {#Sec27}
--------------------

One can produce the edge lists for sentiment network analysis in a variety of ways. There are Python and R packages, such as word2vec (Mikolov et al. [@CR50]), or gensim (Řehůřek and Sojka [@CR63]) which can produce adjacency or edge lists. We used WORDij software (Danowski [@CR18])[11](#Fn11){ref-type="fn"} to produce these lists of word pairs and weights. Analysis in WORDij is automated, not requiring coding and the loading of various packages.

We call the program we developed for sentiment network analysis SENET, an acronym derived from "SEntiment NETworks." The program is coded in C++, and the shortest path procedures are parallelized to enable the code to run efficiently on large adjacency lists. SENET takes as input a list of word pairs and co-occurrence frequencies. The edge list has as a row for each pair of words found through the word windowing process: \[word A string, word B string, numeric co-occurrence value\]. Run times are such that a file containing 2 million word pairs and 200,000 unique words, comprising 1 Gb of text runs in several minutes on a common laptop.

Results {#Sec28}
=======

Prior to producing the results in this study, we analyzed negation in terms of pure and mixed sentiment paths. We report these results first.

Pure versus mixed sentiment paths {#Sec29}
---------------------------------

When a shortest path contains only one kind of sentiment word, positive or negative, this is a pure sentiment path. Mixed sentiment paths have a combination of positive and negative words. Of the shortest sentiment paths for the two ground-truth datasets, 47% were pure positive, 39% pure negative, 9% of the paths linking targets with positive lexicon words also included negative lexicon words, while 6% of paths linking targets to negative words had some positive words. To see if these mixed paths could be converted to negative or positive, we had three coders judge a random sample of 40 mixed paths as to whether they should be considered as negative, positive, and questionable.

The reliability was .69, below the standard of .80 and above. We found that the percentage of negative and positive recodes was accompanied by a relatively high percentage of paths that were questionable. Of mixed paths, 56% were judged as negative, 29% as positive, and 20% as questionable. Coders reported that they were not confident of their judgments on the mixed paths. So, if we recoded these, it would introduce considerable error. Recall may have increased, but precision would have suffered. Since the percentage of mixed paths was relatively low compared to pure sentiment paths, averaging 7.5%, we decided to drop the mixed paths.

Nevertheless, it would be desirable to recode word pairs such as "not good" to negative sentiment. Additional work is needed to handle negation when "no, not, never" precedes a sentiment word, which occurs for some of the mixed sentiment paths. Most of the mixed paths, however, do not involve clear negation, where the last edge of the path includes a negation word preceding the sentiment word. The appearance of negative words anywhere along the path to a positive word, and vice versa, typically results in ambiguity.

Accordingly, when such ambiguity occurs, the net effect of a combination of positive and negative terms for many paths is neutralization. Calabrese, et al. ([@CR9]) observe that a large majority of tweets are neutral because of a lack of sentiment words. We consider the absence of sentiment words as outside the domain of aggregate target-specific sentiment. Nevertheless, if one were classifying text units, neutral would be a useful category. Moreover, future research may use the network path data to improve the classification of texts.

In our testing for the validity of the network approach using ground-truth data, we examine tweets categorized as neutral in terms of their relative positivity and negativity. Since our method produces a ratio of positivity to negativity, researchers can empirically observe neutrality with respect to a target, where the ratio is close to 1, although neutrality appears to have a considerable range. In the results section to follow, there is evidence of a positivity bias in texts annotated as neutral, extending neutrality above the ratio of 1.0 to near 2.0 with positivity near 5.0.

Dataset 1 {#Sec30}
---------

To begin, we show an example of a semantic network about airlines from dataset 1, illustrating the contexts for sentiment words. The graph (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) shows word pairs occurring 25 times or more. Embedded in this network are shortest paths connecting targets to sentiment words. For example, here is a negative path with "plane" as the target: plane → wifi → usairways → frustrating, and a positive path with "flight" as target: flight → southwestair → made → safely. Fig. 2Semantic network

We computed positivity and negativity for three target words in the airline tweets data file: "airline," "flight," and "plane." Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} presents the summary results. The findings show that the ratio of positive tweets to negative tweets averages .63 for the negative annotations, showing that negativity is 1.5 times stronger than positivity. For neutral annotations, the ratio is 2.13, which indicates that positivity is 2 times stronger than negativity, while for positive annotations, it is 3.94, with positivity 4 times stronger than negativity. This finding supports the internal validity of the method.Table 1Sentiment variablesTargetAnnotationNegativityPositivityPos/Neg ratio*Dataset 1*AirlineNegative0.0640.0390.614Neutral0.010.0242.371Positive0.0060.0254.337FlightNegative0.080.0550.685Neutral0.0160.0241.453Positive0.0120.0332.825PlaneNegative0.0640.0390.607Neutral0.0120.0312.561Positive0.0070.0354.67*Dataset 2*ItNeg Hi0.020.0050.225Neg Lo0.0050.0132.759Pos Lo0.0020.0084.287Pos Hi0.0010.02331.221

Note that the two sources of sentiment data are not perfectly aligned. The sentiment network scores are based on more micro-level text elements than the whole text annotations. Nevertheless, the whole-text ratings are the closest ground-truth data available. Even though the two sources or sentiment ratings are different, their comparison is useful. Future research may have annotators rate word pairs.

The ratio is closer for the negative annotations than for the positive annotations. This pattern suggests a positivity bias in expressions of sentiment. One reason for this may be that people typically identify a mix of positive and negative features when they evaluate an object (Houwer [@CR34]). Nevertheless, scanning the last column of Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows that the pattern occurs for both datasets. Human assessments of any objects or issues are likely to include some negative and some positive aspects as people perhaps take a mental ratio and reach a binary summary judgement of whether they like or don't like the entity. This process may account for our findings.

Another possible reason is that media messages frequently contain advice that positivity is more efficacious than negativity. For example, the Mayo Clinic lists on their website[12](#Fn12){ref-type="fn"} the following effects of positivity: increased life span, lower levels of distress, greater resistance to the common cold, better psychological and physical wellbeing, better cardiovascular health, and better coping skills during times of stress.

Such positive statements about the effects of positivity are indicative of the strong encouragement provided in the media for it. Even when feeling negative, people may temper their negative messages with some positivity. Despite the effects on the media of the removal of the Fairness Doctrine (Ruane [@CR65]) that broadcasters must present a balance of opposing views to any opinions advocated, which appears to have unleashed advocacy journalism (Waisbord [@CR75]) with a higher degree of negativity, the population may still resonate with the idea that one is more socially acceptable and credible if one leavens negativity with some positivity. Another consideration is cultural relativism (Donnelly [@CR24]), a perspective that considers that moral issues are not black and white based on universalism but have a range of grays depending on whose value system is used. The effects of this cultural relativity may stimulate the embedding of positive sentiment with the negative even when the negative dominates.

Figures [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} illustrate the level of negativity, positivity, and the positivity/negativity ratio across three target words and different sentiment levels annotated by humans. Neutral annotations have approximately one-half as much positivity as positive annotations, showing a pattern consistent with expectations that neutral posts would have less positivity than positive posts. Comparing the magnitude of the ratios, we observe that negative tweets contain a higher proportion of positivity relative to negativity than expected. Moreover, neutral annotations have a 2--1 positivity ratio, adding further support to the positivity bias interpretation.Fig. 3Airline tweets: positivity and negativity for negative, neutral, and positive annotationsFig. 4Airline tweets: positivity and negativity ratios for negative, neutral, and positive annotations

Dataset 2 {#Sec31}
---------

Because the tweets were a representative sample selected by API, and not specific to a topic, we selected a generic word referring to targets: "it," so we did not use a stopword list. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the positivity and negativity associated with the target by four levels of annotations: high negative, low negative, low positive, and high positive. Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} compares the ratio of positivity to negativity, showing that the ratio increases across the levels. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows that the high levels of sentiment both show the dominance of expected positivity and negativity. High negatives have a positivity ratio of .23, which indicates nearly 4 times as much negativity as positivity. High positives have 31 times as much positivity as negativity. The lower sentiment categories show a bias toward positivity, with both low negative and low positive having approximately 2.5 times more positivity than negativity. Perhaps these low sentiment categories are better considered as neutral yet reflecting a positivity bias. The distribution of sentiment parallels the findings for the neutral category in dataset 1.Fig. 5Vader: positivity and negativity for low and high positive and negative annotationsFig. 6Vader positivity/negativity ratios for high and low positive and negative annotations

Hypothesis test {#Sec32}
---------------

Our null hypothesis is that positivity and negativity scores based on the annotations are no different. We expect that network-based positivity is higher than negativity when analyzing texts annotated as positive, and that negativity is higher than positivity when analyzing texts annotated as negative. For this test, we computed the average sentiment ratios for negative texts and for positive texts across the comparisons in datasets 1 and 2. For negativity, the mean ratio was .25 with a standard deviation of .29, while the positivity mean ratio was 6.52 with a standard deviation of 21.43. We converted the negative ratio to 1 (which shows that negativity is four times higher than positivity given a ratio of .25) by multiplying times 4 and doing likewise for the positivity ratio. The comparison tested is for the significance of the difference between a value of 1 and of 26.08. This difference was statistically significant (t = 147.47, *df* = 10,929, *p* \< .0001). The hypothesis is supported.

Dataset 3 {#Sec33}
---------

### Predictive validity: sentiment, panic, and social distancing in TV news coverage of coronavirus {#Sec34}

Given the internal validity that the sentiment network approach found, it is useful to consider external or predictive validity, the extent to which we find support for hypotheses based on the method. For this assessment we examined positivity and negativity in the early coverage of the 2020 coronavirus pandemic, from January 1, 2020 to March 25th, the time of our data collection. Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the total number of mentions of coronavirus. We tested four hypotheses and addressed one research question about the coronavirus topic in television news.Fig. 7Coronavirus mentions across the media channels over time

Shortest path statistics {#Sec35}
------------------------

### Number of paths {#Sec36}

We identified the features of the shortest paths across all media outlets and across time. Pure positive paths numbered 3786, while there were 5112 pure negative paths, 352 mixed positives, and 646 mixed negatives. Mixed paths were 10% of the total.

### Edge length {#Sec37}

Across each type of path, the longest had 4 edges. The modal path length was 3 edges, comprising 67% of paths.

### Path strength {#Sec38}

Pure positive paths had a sentiment strength ranging from .75 to 9.0, with pure negative paths had a range of − .75 to − 9.1. The most common sum of the co-occurrence frequencies along the path was 9 with values ranging from 3 to 215. Mixed positive paths' range was .75 to 4.75, while mixed negative paths ranged from − .75 to − 6.25 in sentiment strength.

Hypothesis tests {#Sec39}
----------------

### **H1** {#FPar6}

Broadcast news expresses less sentiment about coronavirus, social distancing, and panic than non-broadcast news outlets.

For each of the three topics, broadcast news networks, ABC, CBS, and NBC, were compared to the other channels. Negativity and positivity variables were summed for a total sentiment score. Treatment of coronavirus by broadcast outlets was found to have a mean of .23, while the remaining outlets had a mean of .92. This suggests that broadcast coverage contains less overall sentiment (positive and negative) than non-broadcast TV news. A *t* test found this difference to be significant at *p* \< .001. For social distancing the mean for broadcast was .73 while for the others it was .88, *p* \< .06. Panic had a mean for broadcast of .18 while the other channels it was .81, *p* \< .003. These results support the hypothesis.

### **H2** {#FPar7}

There is a negative bias in the news across channels.

The negative bias was tested by dividing the positivity score by the negativity score. This ratio averaged .84. The Z-test for proportions comparing this value to 1.00 for balance of negativity and positivity found them significantly different at *p* \< .0001 with negativity higher by 16%.

### **H3** {#FPar8}

Sentiment is associated with uncertainty in news coverage of coronavirus over time.

To test the hypothesis that changes in uncertainty are associated with increases in sentiment, we began by running WORDij's WordLink with an include list of 297 uncertainty words (Loughran and McDonald [@CR46]) by day by the news data aggregated across channels. Following the procedure used in Danowski and Riopelle ([@CR20]), we then factor analyzed these words over time. Taking the first principle component, we identified 51 words that loaded above .60 on the first dimension. Next, we created a string replacement file that converted each of the uncertainty words to a new aggregated uncertainty index. After rerunning WordLink with the string replace file for uncertainty terms, we extracted the counts for the news channels by day. This enabled a time-series analysis of sentiment and uncertainty.

Differencing of 1 was used to remove autocorrelation. Lags of − 7 to + 7 were computed in cross-correlations between the sum of negativity and positivity and uncertainty. The strongest association was for the contemporaneous period with a correlation of .66, *p *\< .00001. There were no significant lags. The synchronous correlation supported the hypothesis (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Television news negativity and positivity for coronavirus, social distancing, and panicCoronavirusSocial distancingPanicNegativityPositivityNegativityPositivityNegativityPositivityABC0.1460.0990.0960.0710.1060.088CBS0.1080.0790.0690.0560.0940.069NBC0.1410.0980.1010.0660.1110.083BLOOMBERG0.3070.3210.2030.1900.2220.223CNBC0.2030.2380.1360.1570.1500.175FBC0.4260.3870.3280.2980.3570.321CNN0.4900.3880.4080.3220.4170.338CSPAN0.3680.4230.3310.3620.3410.386FOXNEWS0.4860.4000.4120.3370.4400.337MSNBC0.4750.3720.3920.3100.4110.330ALJAZ0.7050.5320.6090.4740.6750.504BBCNEWS0.5940.4770.4750.4190.5250.460DW0.6650.5160.5380.4490.6240.514RT0.7700.5400.6220.4310.7010.474

### **H4** {#FPar9}

Sentiment increases lead to increased volume of media attention.

Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows evidence of two phases in media mentions of coronavirus. The first period runs from January 1 to February 21, while the second period is from February 22 to March 25. Period 1 negativity was .007 and positivity was .007, while period 2 negativity increased to .0204 and positivity to .0249, and increase of 3.9 times. A t-test of this difference was significant at *p* \< .002. The hypothesis was supported.Fig. 8Negativity and positivity about coronavirus by channel

### **RQ1** {#FPar10}

Are 24-h business news, general news, and foreign news channels different in the sentiment expressed toward coronavirus, social distancing, and panic?

Means were tested for differences among the four groups. Although broadcast network news was treated in hypothesis 1, we included it in this analysis. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} contains the ANOVA results. For each topic, coronavirus, panic, social distancing, and uncertainty, there were significant differences. As the type of 24-h news channel proceeds from broadcast network news, business news, general news, to foreign news there are increases in sentiment across each type of channel for each of the topics. Figure [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows sentiment about social distancing mentions, whose distribution is similar to that for coronavirus.Table 3Sentiment by type of news: broadcast, business, general, and foreign about coronavirus, bias, panic, social distancingCoronavirusSocial distancingTypeNegativity positivityTypeNegativity positivityBroadcastMean0.1320.092BroadcastMean0.0890.064SD0.0210.011SD0.0170.008BusinessMean0.3120.315BusinessMean0.2220.215SD0.1120.075SD0.0970.074GeneralMean0.4550.396GeneralMean0.3860.333SD0.0580.021SD0.0380.022ForeignMean0.6840.516ForeignMean0.5610.443SD0.0740.028SD0.0680.024TotalMean0.4200.348TotalMean0.3370.282SD0.2180.161SD0.1910.148FSig.FSig.36.20.00036.370.000PanicBiasTypeNegativityPositivityTypeMeanStd. deviationBroadcastMean0.1040.080Broadcast− 0.0400.009SD0.0090.010Business0.0030.038BusinessMean0.2430.240General− 0.0590.076SD0.1050.074Foreign− 0.1670.048GeneralMean0.4020.348Total− 0.0720.081SD0.0430.026FSig.ForeignMean0.6310.4886.9260.008SD0.0780.025TotalMean0.3700.307SD0.2120.157FSig.39.1560.000Fig. 9Negativity and positivity about social distancing by channel

In summary, this research has found with two ground-truth datasets that the network metrics are internally valid. Moreover, the analysis of coronavirus coverage shows evidence of external validity. This predictive validity of the sentiment network measures is seen in the support for hypotheses about sentiment in media coverage of coronavirus.

Discussion {#Sec40}
==========

This study demonstrated that network-based measures of text sentiment have internal construct validity and external predictive validity. The sentiment network approach has several major advantages. It measures sentiment concerning targets, which is possible because the basic unit of analysis is the word pair in a sentence, not an entire document, as in bag-of-words approaches. The network approach enables better management of sentiment ambiguity. Mixed sentiment issues, a small percentage compared to pure sentiment paths, are shifted to an aggregate level where they are clearly identified and removed. Moreover, the sentiment network measures produce a continuous ratio, expanding the scope of useful statistical procedures. As well, the measure better informs message design for communication campaigns.

This research found ground-truth validity for the sentiment network measures, based on the tests with two datasets where human judges' classified airline tweets as positive-neutral-negative, and general tweets as high negative-low negative-low positive-high positive. The results confirmed the validity of the sentiment network metrics in terms of human annotations. Nevertheless, this work has illustrated a distinction between ground-truth and partial truth. In placing the results in context, consider that "ground-truth" is best thought of as "partial truth" in that humans judged the entire text unit, not pairs of words, resulting in positive, neutral, and negative annotations having considerable levels of both positivity and negativity within them. Despite the error embedded in such ground-truth data, it is considered the best available standard against which to evaluate automated methods.

The results show evidence of a positivity bias in texts. For the posts that annotators judged, we found that at the subtext level of word bigrams, there was a combination of positivity and negativity, although in the direction of the annotation label. When evaluating entities, people consider both positive and negative attributes, yet reach an overall conclusion about whether the object is good or bad (Houwer [@CR34]). These judgments may also be due to the frequent mention in the self-help, positive psychology (Fredrickson [@CR29]), and medical advice that people should be more positive and less negative. As well, there may be a social desirability bias to appear balanced in opinions, which was the norm in public media until the end of the Fairness Doctrine (Ruane [@CR65]), and before the current era of advocacy journalism (Waisbord [@CR75]).

It is important to note that the fundamental basis for assessing sentiment is the lexicon used in the network approach. The lists of approximately 11,000 words, 6446 for negativity and 4485 for positivity, are comprehensive, including morphological variants of words. Nevertheless, future work on comparing different lexicons is needed, finding which ones produce the most consistent results. Lexicon tuning and pruning may look at the contribution of each word to sentiment metrics. Words that contribute to more mixed sentiment paths would be candidates for removal. Words that have the lowest ambiguity would be retained. This lexicon work would contribute to improving sentiment measures.

A key component of this study was the application of the method to examine sentiment in the coronavirus coverage in television news. We found predictive validity through support for four hypotheses:

**H1** {#FPar11}
------

Broadcast news expresses less sentiment about coronavirus, panic, and social distancing, than non-broadcast news outlets.

**H2** {#FPar12}
------

There is a negative bias in the news across channels.

**H3** {#FPar13}
------

Sentiment is associated with uncertainty in news coverage of coronavirus over time.

**H4** {#FPar14}
------

Sentiment increases are associated with an increased volume of news stories.

It was also found that as the type of channel moved from broadcast network news to 24-h business, general, and foreign news sentiment increased for coronavirus, panic, and social distancing.

Public health campaigns to mitigate epidemics reverse the polarity of social distancing. They advocate social distancing for the social good, to dampen the spread of disease, and to protect vulnerable segments of the population. Such a meaning shift from negative to positive is interesting. Future research that examines short-term and possibly longer-term effects of social distancing campaigns on social behaviors and public opinion is warranted.

The utility this research has demonstrated for the sentiment network metrics suggests that the approach has promise in a wider range of applications. For example, one could use lexicons to measure variables such as uncertainty, teamwork, innovation, and resilience. All that is needed is a list of words that exemplify and instantiate the concept. One approach could be to take an existing scale, such as from a fixed-choice questionnaire, deconstruct it into a list of words, have experts further articulate the list, expand it by finding synonyms and antonyms in WordNet,[13](#Fn13){ref-type="fn"} then statistically validate the semantic scaling against the fixed-choice metrics. Or, one could create new concept lexicons starting from mining text from news, social media, or customer reviews, finding the co-occurrences of concepts in a list, extracting principal components, then using the words with the highest loadings on the dimensions to create seed files for semantic network scaling (Danowski and Riopelle [@CR20]). The network methods enable automated filtering and measurement of an endless variety of text, targets, and seeds to navigate streams of natural language.

In conclusion, this research found that a novel sentiment network approach has construct validity. The positivity and negativity scores it produced aligned well with ground-truth annotations in two datasets having three and four sentiment categories. Also, our testing of hypotheses about television news coverage of the coronavirus pandemic found evidence of predictive validity. Accordingly, the strong support we found for both internal and external validity demonstrates an improvement over bag-of-words approaches that merely count occurrences of lexicon words to classify whole text units. The higher precision and specificity of the sentiment network approach enables going beyond artificial intelligence-based classification with its hidden layers of nodes in black-box neural networks, moving the network into the foreground illuminated by theory.

Appendix {#Sec41}
========

Stopword list {#Sec42}
-------------

The stopword list is accumulated across a number of studies across different text sources. Most of the items are function words, while some of the terms result from boilerplate material in Lexis-Nexis:aeditorlattersomehowa'seditoriallatterlysomeoneaaedtleastsomethingableeduleisuresometimeabouteelengthsometimesabovee.g.lesssourceaccordingeightlestsourcesaccordinglyeitherletspecifiedacrosselselet'sspecifyactuallyelsewhereletterspecifyingafterenglishlikesportsafterwardsenoughlikedssagainentirelylikelystaffagainstespeciallylimitedstillain'testlistingssuballetlittlesuchallowetc.llsummaryallowsevenloaddateSundayallrightsreservedeverlooksupalmosteverylookingsurealoneeverybodylookstalongeveryoneltdt'salreadyeverythingmtendsalsoeverywheremagazinethalthoughexmainlythanalwaysexactlymanythanxamexamplemapthatamongexceptmarthat'samongstfMarchthatsanfarMaytheandfebmaybetheateranotherFebruarymetheiranyfewmeantheirsanybodyffmeanwhilethemanyhowfifthmerelythemselvesanyonefinalmetrothenanythingfirstmetropolitanthenceanywayfivemightthereanywaysFMmmthere'sanywherefollowedMondaythereafterapartfollowingmoretherebyappearfollowsmoreoverthereforeappendedformostthereinappreciateformermostlytheresappropriateformerlymuchthereuponaprforthmusttheseAprilfourmytheyareFridaymyselfthey'daren'tfromnthey'llaroundfurthernamethey'rearticlefurthermorenamelythey'veartsgndthirdasgetneverthelessthisasidegetsnewsthoseaskgettingnewspaperthoughaskingggnewspapersthreeassociatedgivenewyorktimesthroughatgivennextthroughoutauggivesninethruAugustgmtnnThursdayavailablegonobodythusawaygoesnoonetoawfullygoingnortoobgonenovtowardbbgotnoveltowardsbegottenNovemberttbecamegraphnytimesTuesdaybecausegraphicotwicebecomegreetingsobittwobecomesguardian newspapers limitedobituariestypebecominghobituaryubeenhadobviouslyunbeforehadn'toctunderbeforehandhappensOctoberunfortunatelybehindhardlyofunlessbeinghasoffuntilbelievehasn'tohuntobelowhaveokupbesidehaven'tokayuponbesideshavingoldurlbestheonusbetterhe'llonceusatodaybetweenhe'soneusebeyondhelloonesusedbothhelponlyusefulbriefhenceontousesbutheroousingbyher'sopusuallybylinehereopeduuchere'soruucpc'monhereafterothervc'sherebyothersvaluecamehereinotherwisevariouscanhereuponoughtverycan'thersourviacannotherselfoursvizcanthhourselvesvscaptionhioutvvcausehighlightoverwcauseshimoverallwascchimselfpwashington postcdthispagewecertainhitherpageswe'dcertainlyhopefullyparticularwe'llchangeshowparticularlywe'recharthowbeitperwe'veclearlyhoweverperhapsweathercohttppgWednesdaycolumnhttpwwwnytimescomphotowellcomiphotographwentcomei'dphotographswerecomesi'llphotosweren'tcompanyi'mpicturewhatconcerningi'veplacedwhat'sconsequentlyi.e.pluswhateverconsiderifpmwhenconsideringignoredppwhencecontainiipresumablywhenevercontainingimmediatepublicationwherecontainsinpublication typewhere'scopyrightinasmuchqwhereaftercorrectionincqqwhereascorrectiondateindeedquewherebycorrespondingindicatequitewhereincouldindicatedqvwhereuponcouldn'tindicatesrwherevercourseinnerratherwhethercrosswordinsofarrdwhichcstinsteadrewhilecurrentlyintoregardingwhitherdinwardregardswhodateisrelativelywho'sdatelineisn'treservedwhoeverdditrespectivelywhomdecit'dreviewwhoseDecemberit'llreviewswilldefinitelyit'srightswithdescribeditsrrwithindeskitselfswon'tdespitejsaidwordsdiaryjansamewoulddidJanuarySaturdaywouldn'tdidn'tjjsawwriterdifferentjulsaywwdigestJulysayingwwwdojunsayswwwnytimescomdocumentJunesecondlyxdocumentsjustsectionxxdoesksepydoesn'tkeepSeptemberyetdoingkeepsseriesyoudon'tkeptsevenyou'ddonekkseveralyou'lldownknowshallyou'redownwardsknownsheyou'vedrawingknowsshe'llyourduringlsinceyourselanguagesixyourselfeachlastsoyourselvesedlatelysomeyyeditionlatersomebodyzzz

Uncertainty lexicon: principal component {#Sec43}
----------------------------------------

List of 51 uncertainty terms loading above .60 on the first principal component extracted from the larger 297 word uncertainty list from Loughran and McDonald ([@CR46])coulddependsassumeassumingmaydependssuggestedcautiouspossibleroughlyuncertainsuggestmaybesometimespredictedprecautionsalmostnearlyconfusingappearsrisksomewhererisksanticipatemightdependingsuddenlypredictingprobablysomewhatuncertaintyapproximatelyseemsexposureanticipatingpredictionsperhapsdependindefiniteappearbelieveconfusionanticipateddoubtpossibilitysuggestingsometimevolatilitypossiblybelievesriskingvarying

Uncertainty lexicon: full list {#Sec44}
------------------------------

Larger list of 297 uncertainty terms from Loughran and McDonald ([@CR46]):abeyancedeviatepresumingsuggestsabeyancesdeviatedpresumptionsusceptibilityalmostdeviatespresumptionstendingalterationdeviatingprobabilistictentativealterationsdeviationprobabilitiestentativelyambiguitiesdeviationsprobabilityturbulenceambiguitydifferprobableuncertainambiguousdifferedprobablyuncertainlyanomaliesdifferingrandomuncertaintiesanomalousdiffersrandomizeuncertaintyanomalouslydoubtrandomizedunclearanomalydoubtedrandomizesunconfirmedanticipatedoubtfulrandomizingundecidedanticipateddoubtsrandomlyundefinedanticipatesexposurerandomnessundesignatedanticipatingexposuresreassessundetectableanticipationfluctuatereassessedundeterminableanticipationsfluctuatedreassessesundeterminedapparentfluctuatesreassessingundocumentedapparentlyfluctuatingreassessmentunexpectedappearfluctuationreassessmentsunexpectedlyappearedfluctuationsrecalculateunfamiliarappearinghiddenrecalculatedunfamiliarityappearshingesrecalculatesunforecastedapproximateimpreciserecalculatingunforseenapproximatedimprecisionrecalculationunguaranteedapproximatelyimprecisionsrecalculationsunhedgedapproximatesimprobabilityreconsiderunidentifiableapproximatingimprobablereconsideredunidentifiedapproximationincompletenessreconsideringunknownapproximationsindefinitereconsidersunknownsarbitrarilyindefinitelyreexaminationunobservablearbitrarinessindefinitenessreexamineunplannedarbitraryindeterminablereexaminingunpredictabilityassumeindeterminatereinterpretunpredictableassumedinexactreinterpretationunpredictablyassumesinexactnessreinterpretationsunpredictedassuminginstabilitiesreinterpretedunprovedassumptioninstabilityreinterpretingunprovenassumptionsintangiblereinterpretsunquantifiablebelieveintangiblesreviseunquantifiedbelievedlikelihoodrevisedunreconciledbelievesmayriskunseasonablebelievingmayberiskedunseasonablycautiousmightriskierunsettledcautiouslynearlyriskiestunspecificcautiousnessnonassessableriskinessunspecifiedclarificationoccasionallyriskinguntestedclarificationsordinarilyrisksunusualconceivablependingriskyunusuallyconceivablyperhapsroughlyunwrittenconditionalpossibilitiesrumorsvagariesconditionallypossibilityseemsvagueconfusespossibleseldomvaguelyconfusingpossiblyseldomlyvaguenessconfusinglyprecautionsometimevaguenessesconfusionprecautionarysometimesvaguercontingenciesprecautionssomewhatvaguestcontingencypredictsomewherevariabilitycontingentpredictabilityspeculatevariablecontingentlypredictedspeculatedvariablescontingentspredictingspeculatesvariablycouldpredictionspeculatingvariancecrossroadpredictionsspeculationvariancescrossroadspredictivespeculationsvariantdependpredictorspeculativevariantsdependedpredictorsspeculativelyvariationdependencepredictssporadicvariationsdependenciespreliminarilysporadicallyvarieddependencypreliminarysuddenvariesdependentpresumablysuddenlyvarydependingpresumesuggestvaryingdependspresumedsuggestedvolatiledestabilizingpresumessuggestingvolatilities

<https://www.kaggle.com/orgesleka/imdbmovies>.

The original dataset constructed from this analysis is available on Kaggle: <https://www.kaggle.com/crowdflower/twitter-airline-sentiment>.

<https://github.com/cjhutto/vaderSentiment>.

<https://blog.gdeltproject.org/a-new-dataset-for-exploring-the-coronavirus-narrative-on-television-news/>.

<https://www.journalism.org/2012/07/16/video-length/#_ftn2>.

<https://blog.gdeltproject.org/flatten-the-curve-has-lept-into-our-lexicon/>.

<https://blog.gdeltproject.org/social-distancing-is-the-new-coronavirus-buzzword/>.

<https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-address-nation/>.

A reviewer cautioned that grammar rules are often violated in unedited material by lay writers, and that stopping the window at the end of a sentence and restarting with the next sentence could be problematic when punctuation is missing. Because we do not classify texts and instead identify aggregate patterns across them, such occurrences are distributed uniformly across comparisons and do not bias the findings. Moreover, when preprocessing text, natural language analysis typically removes all punctuation, so this issue is not considered important in these models.

For more information, visit: [https://www.cs.uic.edu/\~ liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html\#lexicon](https://www.cs.uic.edu/%7e%e2%80%89liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html#lexicon).

WORDij can be downloaded from: <http://wordij.net/>.

<https://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/stress-management/in-depth/positive-thinking/art-20043950>.

<https://wordnet.princeton.edu/>.
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